Abstract. Mitochondrial transcription termination factors (MTERFs) regulate mitochondrial gene transcription and metabolism in numerous types of cells. Previous studies have indicated that MTERFs serve pivotal roles in the pathogenesis of various cancer types. However, the expression and prognostic roles of MTERFs in patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) remain elusive. The present study investigated the gene alteration frequency and expression level using Gene Expression Omnibus datasets and reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction, and evaluated the prognostic roles of MTERFs in patients with NSCLC using the Kaplan-Meier plotter database. In human lung cancer tissues, it was observed that the mRNA levels of MTERF1, 2, 3 and 4 were positively associated with the copy number of these genes. The mRNA expression levels of MTERF1 and 3 were significantly increased in NSCLC tissues compared with adjacent non-tumor tissues; however, the mRNA expression of MTERF2 was significantly decreased in NSCLC tissues. High mRNA expression levels of MTERF1, 2, 3 and 4 were strongly associated with an improved overall survival rate (OS) in patients with lung adenocarcinoma. Additionally, high mRNA expression levels of MTERF1, 2, 3 and 4 were also strongly associated with an improved OS of patients with NSCLC in the earlier stages of disease (stage I) or patients with negative surgical margins. These results indicate the critical prognostic values of MTERF expression levels in NSCLC. The findings of the present study may be beneficial for understanding the molecular biology mechanism of NSCLC and for generating effective therapeutic approaches for patients with NSCLC.
Introduction
Mitochondria are recognized as the primary sites of aerobic oxidation of metabolic fuels in eukaryotic cells (1) . It is well established that mitochondria provide the majority of cellular energy in the form of ATP through electron transport chains and an oxidative phosphorylation system (2, 3) . According to a previous study, mitochondria contribute to various pivotal cell functions, including nitrogen metabolism, pyruvate and fatty acid oxidation and heme biosynthesis (4) . Mitochondria have their own genomic DNA, making them unique among eukaryotic extranuclear organelles; and the mitochondrial genome is a circular double-stranded DNA (5) .
The mitochondrial transcription termination factor (MTERF) family members serve important roles in mitochondrial gene expression (6) . The MTERF family consists of diverse members, including MTERF1, 2, 3 and 4 (7, 8) . MTERFs, located in the mitochondria, contain a modular architecture based on repetitions of a 30 amino acid module (8) . A previous study indicated that MTERFs control mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) replication and exert important functions in mitochondria transcription termination and initiation (9) . The differences in mitochondrial gene organization have been demonstrated to be associated with a number of functions (8) . Among the MTERF family members, MTERF1 is the canonical mitochondrial transcription terminator and is able to modulate the expression of mitochondrial genes by preventing L-strand transcription interference within mtDNA (8) . However, MTERF1 is dispensable for ribosomal RNA gene transcription regulation (10) . A previous investigation also revealed that defects in MTERF1 binding
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may lead to mitochondrial diseases, including Kearns-Sayre syndrome (11) . In post-transcriptional modification patterns of mitochondrial genes, a mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes (MELAS) mutation in the mtDNA binding-site for the transcription termination factor was revealed to cause defects in protein-synthesis in respiration; however, it does not alter the upstream and downstream mature transcription levels (12) . MTERF2 is highly expressed in liver, heart and skeletal muscle cells (13) . Previous experiments in mice demonstrated that, when fed on a ketogenic diet (i.e. high fat and low carbohydrate diet), MTERF2-deficient mice developed myopathy and memory deficits (14) . In the absence of MTERF2, mtDNA transcription is markedly decreased and a respiratory defect occurs in neurons (14) . MTERF3 is another member of the MTERF family and is essential for the development of embryos in mice (15) . MTERF4 contributes to the regulation of mitochondrial translation by targeting NOP2/sun RNA methyltransferase family member 4 (NSUN4) to large mitochondrial ribosome, and MTERF4-knockout also leads to mouse embryo death (16) . A previous study also provided a novel insight into the association between MTERF4 and MPP + -induced mitochondrial damage (17) . In addition, MTERF4 has been hypothesized to be one of the triggering genes for Parkinson's disease, which is induced by an environmental toxin (17) . Neurological disorders, including Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's disease, and also ageing, diabetes and cancer are associated with mitochondrial dysfunction resulting from abnormal variations in mitochondrial gene expression (18, 19) .
As one of the major causes of mortality worldwide, lung cancer (LC) is primarily characterized as small cell lung cancer and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Over 80% of patients with LC are characterized as having NSCLC (19) . Typically, NSCLC comprises of lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) and lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) (20) . A number of studies have suggested that mitochondrial functions are involved in the development of LC, particularly mitochondrial dysfunction may lead to an alternation in bioenergetics and genomic instability in LC (21) . Additionally, a previous study indicated that mitochondrial fission and fusion are involved in metabolic function, proliferation and cell survival during the progression of LC (22) . Recently, various novel approaches and techniques have been used to identify and investigate novel biomarkers and potential molecular mechanism in various types of cancer (23) (24) (25) (26) , including LC and renal cancer. However, there are >8.2 million LC-associated mortalities worldwide each year and the mortality rates of LC remain at unacceptably high levels (20) . Inspired by the aforementioned previous studies, the present study aimed to investigate potential biological associations between mitochondrial gene expression and the pathogenesis of NSCLC. MTERFs are understood to regulate mitochondrial functions through modulating the mitochondrial gene transcription and protein expression (6, 9, 10) ; however, to the best of our knowledge, there are no reports regarding the prognostic roles of MTERFs in patients with NSCLC. In addition, the role of MTERFs in NSCLC remain elusive; therefore, the present study aimed to investigate the expression and prognostic values of MTERFs in patients with NSCLC.
Materials and methods

Collection of human lung cancer tissues and ethics statement.
Lung cancer tissues and paired adjacent non-tumor normal lung tissues from patients with NSCLC were obtained at the Jilin Province Cancer Hospital (Changchun, China) between January 2012 and December 2012, as described previously (27) . The patients included 5 males and 4 females with a mean age of 55.5 years (age range, 45-73 years), A total of 9 tumor and 9 non-tumor tissue samples were collected from these patients using video assisted thoracoscopic (VATS) lobectomy. During surgery, NSCLC and adjacent tissues (5 cm from cancerous tissues) were obtained and subsequently stored at -80˚C. Pathological data were studied prospectively following surgery. Cancer tissue specimens were diagnosed by pathology, and adjacent tissues were diagnosed as no cancer or inflammatory cell infiltration. All fresh tissues were stored at -80˚C for subsequent experiments. The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Jilin Province Cancer Hospital. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to enrollment in the present study. The study protocols were performed based on the Declaration of Helsinki.
Reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) analysis of gene expression.
Total RNA from human lung tissue was extracted using TRIzol ® reagent (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). Total RNA (1 µg) was reverse-transcribed into cDNA using a reverse transcription kit (iScript™ Reverse Transcription Supermix for RT-qPCR; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA). Briefly, the temperature protocol for cDNA synthesis was as follows: 5 min at 25˚C, 20 min at 46˚C and 1 min at 96˚C. RT-qPCR analysis of gene expression was performed using the following primers: MTERF1 forward, 5'-TTG GAT GAC TCG ATT TTC AGC A-3' and reverse, 5'-GCT GTC GTT TCC TTG CCA T-3'; MTERF2 forward, 5'-TTC AGA AAG ATG CGA TCA CCT C-3' and reverse, 5'-TCA TCG GCA CCT AGT TCT TGT-3'; MTERF3 forward, 5'-GCT TTG TCA GCC CAA CAG ATA-3' and reverse, 5'-CTT GAG CTA GTA GAC TGG GAA CT-3'; MTERF4 forward, 5'-GCC TGT ATG GCT AGG CAG AC-3' and reverse, 5'-GGA GGC TGT AGT CAG TTT GCG-3'; and GAPDH forward, 5'-ACA ACT TTG GTA TCG TGG AAG G-3' and reverse, 5'-GCC ATC ACG CCA CAG TTT C-3'. qPCR analysis was performed using SYBR Premix Ex Taq (Takara Bio, Inc., Otsu, Japan). PCR products were monitored with an Mx3000P QPCR system (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). The thermocycling conditions were as follows: 10 sec at 95˚C, 40 cycles of 5 sec at 95˚C, and 30 sec at 60˚C. The mRNA expression levels were analyzed using the 2 -ΔΔCq method (28) with the Mx3000P QPCR system, and the levels of MTERF1-4 were normalized to the constitutive expression level of GAPDH mRNA.
Gene alteration frequency and mRNA expression in NSCLC from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database.
The present study analyzed the gene alteration frequency of MTERF1-4 in patients with NSCLC from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database (http://cancergenome.nih.gov) and the PubMed database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) using the cBioportal for cancer genomics analysis (http://www. cbioportal.org) (29) . The present study also analyzed the mRNA expression levels of MTERF1-4 in NSCLC using the GEO database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo). A total of two original datasets (GSE10072 and GSE19804) (30) for patients with LC were downloaded from GEO. The mRNA expression levels of MTERF1-4 in NSCLC samples and adjacent non-tumor tissues were used for subsequent analysis.
Prognostic values of MTERFs in patients with NSCLC.
In order to evaluate the prognostic roles of MTERFs in patients with NSCLC, the present study used public databases to analyze the expression of these genes and the overall survival rate (OS) of 1,926 patients with NSCLC, who completed follow-up for 20 years. The data used for analysis were pooled from GEO, TCGA, European Genome-phenome Archive (https://ega.crg. eu/) and PubMed (http://www.pubmed.com) (31) . To obtain Kaplan-Meier plots for the patients OS rate, the Kaplan-Meier plotter (KM plotter) database (http://kmplot.com/analysis/index. php?p=service&cancer=lung) was used. According to the median expression level of all patients with NSCLC included in the analysis, the patients were divided into two groups: High expression group and low expression group. Hazard ratios (HRs), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and log-rank P-values were also calculated from the database. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference (32) . The following Affymetrix IDs were valid: 204871_at (MTERF1), 225346_at (MTERF2), 219363_s_at (MTERF3) and 1557965_at (MTERF4).
Statistical analysis. RT-qPCR assays were analyzed from a minimum of three independent experiments. Data were analyzed using a paired, two-tailed Student' t-test or one-way ANOVA using GraphPad Prism version 6 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Data are presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean (32). P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.
Results
MTERFs gene alteration frequency in NSCLC.
The present study initially analyzed the gene alteration frequency of MTERFs in NSCLC tissues using the cBioportal database. As presented in Fig. 1 , high amplification rates of MTERF1 and MTERF3 were observed in NSCLC (Fig. 1A and C) . MTERF2 was revealed to exhibit a high deep deletion rate in patients with LUAD and a high mutation rate in patients with LUSC (Fig. 1B) . In addition, MTERF4 exhibited a high mutation and high deep deletion rate in patients with LUSC (Fig. 1D) . The mutation of all MTERF genes primarily occurred in the same region, which contains three leucine zipper sequences (data not shown); and the leucine zipper sequences are critical for the enzyme functions (33) .
Expression of MTERFs in NSCLC.
The present study subsequently analyzed the mRNA expression of MTERFs and its correlation with the copy numbers using cBioportal for cancer genomics analysis (http://www.cbioportal.org) as previously described (28) . As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the mRNA levels of MTERF1, 2, 3 and 4 were positively associated with the copy number of these genes in patients with LUAD (Fig. 2) . To investigate the mRNA expression of MTERFs in NSCLC and normal tissues, the raw data was retrieved by searching terms ʻGSE#19804' and ʻGSE#10072ʼ from the GEO dataset. Additionally, the present study analyzed the mRNA expression of MTERF1-4 by RT-qPCR in the fresh isolated NSCLC tissues, which were collected at Jilin Province Cancer Hospital in 2012, as described previously (27) . The subsequent analysis indicated that the mRNA expression levels of MTERF1 (Fig. 3A and B) and MTERF3 ( Fig. 3D and E) were significantly higher (P<0.001) in NSCLC tissues compared with paired adjacent non-tumor tissues from micro-array analysis. The mRNA expression of MTERF2 was significantly decreased in lung tumor tissue (P<0.05; Fig. 3C ). However, the expression of MTERF4 was not significantly changed in NSCLC tissues when compared with adjacent non-tumor tissues ( Fig. 3F and G) . Additionally, qPCR analysis in isolated lung cancer tissue observed the increase of MTERF1 (Fig. 4A) and MTERF3 (Fig. 4C) mRNA expression (P<0.05), the decrease of MTERF2 (Fig. 4B) mRNA expression (P<0.05) by comparing with the non-tumor tissues. However, the expression MTERF4 in the fresh isolated tumor tissue has no different by comparing with that from adjacent non-tumor tissues (Fig. 4D) . 
Associations between MTERF expression levels and clinicopathological characteristics of patients with NSCLC.
The present study used KM plotter to evaluate the prognostic value of MTERFs in patients with NSCLC. High MTERF1 mRNA expression was significantly associated with improved OS rate in patients with LUAD (n=720; HR, 0.52; 95% CI, 0.39-0.70; P=8x10 -6 ; Fig. 5A ). For MTERF2, the survival curves were generated for patients with LUAD (n=673; Fig. 5B ). Notably, high mRNA expression of MTERF2 was significantly associated with improved OS rate in patients with LUAD (n=673; HR 0.48; 95% CI, 0.36-0.66; P=1.9x10 -6 ; Fig. 5B ). Furthermore, high MTERF3 mRNA expression was significantly associated with improved OS rate for patients with LUAD (n=591; HR, 0.69; 95% CI, 0.54-0.88; P=0.0028; Fig. 5C ). For MTERF4, a high mRNA expression level was significantly associated with an improved OS rate for patients with LUAD (n=673; HR, 0.51; 95% CI, 0.38-0.68; P=2.4x10 -6 ; Fig. 5D ). However, for patients with LUSC, higher mRNA expression levels of MTERF1 (n=524; HR, 1.1; 95% CI, 0.87-1.40; P=0.42; Fig. 6A ), MTERF3 (HR, 1.23; 95% CI, 0.95-1.58; P=0.11; Fig. 6C ) and MTERF4 (HR, 1.21; 95% CI, 0.84-1.74; P=0.31; Fig. 6D ) were not associated with better OS. Higher mRNA expression of MTERF2 was also marginally associated with improved OS in patients with LUSC for MTERF2 (n=271; HR, 1.5; 95% CI, 1.05-2.13; P=0.024; Fig. 6B ).
To further assess the association of MTERFs with other clinicopathological factors, the present study determined the associations of OS rate with the patients' sex (Table I) , smoking status (Table II) , different clinical stages (Table III) and surgical margins (Table IV) . As presented in Table I , high expression levels of MTERF2 and 4, but not MTERF1 and 3, were significantly associated with improved OS in both male and female patients with NSCLC. As presented in Table II , the expression levels of MTERF1 and 2 were significantly associated with the OS in patients with NSCLC who smoked and never smoked. However, a high expression of MTERF3 was significantly associated with a higher OS in patients who never smoked (HR, 0.25; 95% CI, 0.09-0.69; P=0.0037) but not in patients who smoked. Additionally, a high expression of MTERF4 was identified to be significantly associated with OS of patients who smoked (HR, 0.33; 95% CI, 0.19-0.59; P=4.1x10 -5 ) but not patients who never smoked. As presented in Table III , low MTERF1-4 mRNA expression was associated with a poorer OS rate for patients with NSCLC in earlier stages. Particularly, for patients in stage I, lower expression levels of MTERF1 (P=0.0006), MTERF2 (P=1.3x10 -5 ), MTERF3 (P=2.4x10 -8 ) and MTERF4 (P=2.4x10 -8 ) were significantly associated with a worse OS rates (Table III) . For patients with stage II tumors, the lower expression levels of MTERF1 (P=0.00053) and MTERF3 (P=0.0063), but not the MTERF2 and MTERF4 were significantly associated with worse OS rates (Table III) . For patients in stage III, only the lower expression of MTERF2 (P=0.032) but not MTERF1, MTEF3 and MTERF4 was significantly associated with a worse OS rates (Table III) . As presented in Table IV , a low mRNA expression of MTERF1-4 was associated with a worse OS in patients with negative surgical margins.
Discussion
The MTERF family consists of four members, termed MTERF1-4, which have been identified in plants but not in fungi (8) . MTERFs contain leucine zipper-like heptads, localize to the mitochondria, and are involved in mitochondrial gene transcription and protein synthesis (8) . Among the four MTERFs, MTERF1 and 2 are uniquely expressed in vertebrates (34) . In humans, all MTERFs are expressed in lung tissue (35) . In general, a number of studies have indicated that MTERFs bind to mtDNA promoter regions and regulate mitochondrial gene expression (6, 7, 9, 10) . Previous studies have suggested that the roles of MTERFs are likely more complex than just regulating mitochondrial gene expression (9, 10) . Human MTERF1 is the most well characterized family member of the MTERFs, and is a mitochondrial protein consisting of 342 amino acids (8) . MTERF1 modulates mitochondrial gene replication and regulates mitochondrial gene expression by arresting mitochondrial RNA polymerase progression (36) . The pathogenic MELAS mutation of MTERF1 has been demonstrated to attenuate the ability of transcription termination in vitro (11, 37) . Additionally, MTERF2 is highly expressed in heart, liver and skeletal muscle cells (14) , and was demonstrated to bind to the promoter region of mitochondrial MTERF, mitochondrial transcription termination factor; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer.
genes and to regulate the initiation of mitochondrial gene transcription (6, 7, 9, 10) . MTERF2-knockout mice exhibit myopathy and memory deficits, which may be due to decreased mtDNA transcription (38) . In addition, the loss of MTERF2 in mice results in decreased oxidative phosphorylation complexes and causes a respiratory defect (14) . Similarly, MTERF3 is also involved in mitochondrial biogenesis in cells of humans and other vertebrates (39) . Knockout of MTERF3 in mice results in embryo mortality (40) , which indicates that MTERF3 functions as an essential factor in mouse embryonic development. Furthermore, tissue specific inactivation of MTERF3 in the heart significantly decreased the life span of mice, and may affect heart and skeletal muscle functions by regulating mitochondrial functions (15) . MTERF4 has a common fold similar to MTERF1 and MTERF3, which contains positively charged surfaces and may be beneficial for nucleic acid interaction (16) . In human cells, 3D crystal structure analysis indicated that MTERF4 is required for mitochondrial ribosomal biogenesis and translation via forming a stoichiometric complex with NSUN4 (16) . In a human neuroblast cell line, knockdown of MTERF4 increased the MPP + -induced mitochondrial dysfunction, which may be due to increased mtDNA transcription and translation levels (17) . Similar to MTERF3, MTERF4-knockdown in mice also induces embryo mortality (6, 40) . Furthermore, the loss of MTERF4 in the mouse heart also disrupts the transfer RNA pool; however, it increases steady-state levels of mtDNA transcripts (17) . To the best of our knowledge, until now, the roles of MTERFs in the pathogenesis of NSCLC have not been investigated. Mitochondrial functions are essential for eukaryotic cells (3, 4) . Defects in mitochondrial gene expression are associated with numerous diseases, including LC (1). Mitochondrial gene mutations are common in cancer development and may regulate mitochondrial metabolism (1) . The results of the present study provide insight into the roles of MTERFs in NSCLC pathogenesis and suggest an association between mitochondrial gene transcription and LC. The present study investigated the expression and prognostic roles of MTERFs in patients with NSCLC, and the results indicated that the expression levels of MTERF family members were significantly altered in NSCLC tissue. Notably, high expression levels of MTERF1, 2, 3 and 4 were significantly associated with an improved OS for patients with LUAD, and patients with early stage NSCLC. These results indicate that the expression levels of MTERFs may exhibit critical prognostic values for patients with NSCLC; therefore, MTERFs may be used as early biomarkers for predicting the OS of patients with NSCLC. In summary, the present study provides novel insights that may promote further investigations regarding the pathogenesis of NSCLC, and suggests a novel therapeutic strategy of NSCLC via targeting mitochondrial transcription. The present study only focuses on the bioinformatic analysis, and this conclusion may require additional biological experiments in order to accurately identify the potential underlying molecular mechanism.
